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had a male relative descending from their common male
ancestor and belonging to a younger generation than
that of the deceased, surviving him, that male relative
had a legal claim to inherit the whole estate left by
the deceased. So the daughter could have the right
of inheritance only, when her deceased father had
neither a son, nor a nephew, nor a male relative
existing at the time of his death. The widow was in
no case entitled to succession.
" But now the law has been changed very greatly.
Women's right of inheritance is expressly recognized
in the civil code.1 Suppose the above-mentioned man
dies now, instead of fifteen years ago, his property
will be equally divided between the widow, the son
and the daughter* If he has no issue other than the
daughter, the daughter and the widow will inherit
jointly to the estate. The patrilineal nephew and the
other male relatives have been deprived of the right of
succession altogether." 2
The old legal principle prescribed strict unilateral
inheritance along the line of patrilineal descent. It
followed the custom so long as a person had a son of
his own. His daughter after marriage would live with
her husband and join the economic unit of the latter.
She had no obligation to support her own parents.
In the mind of the people it was fair that a woman
should be deprived of the right to inherit her own
parents* property. But there were cases where a
person had no son. According to the old law, he had
1 The Chinese Civil Code, Article 1,138 : ** Heirs to property other than
the spouse come in the following order : (i) Lineal descendants by blood ;
(2) Parents ; (3) Brothers and sisters; and (4) Grand-parents." Lineal
relatives are defined in Article 967 as " His relatives by blood from whom
he is descended or those that are descended from him." They include
both son and daughter and their lineal descendants.
* Thk summary k supplied by Mr. H. P. Li, Barrister-at-law at Shanghai.

